
Hello my friend. Hope you can spare a few minutes to go 

through my story… 

 

My name is Nima, a 2nd-year PhD student at the University 

of Calgary. I, as a volunteer, currently have a GRC position 

in the Electrical and Computer Engineering department. The 

group called ECEG and my role is “VP of 

Communication.” You can find more info about me 

regarding this matter here. I like to expand my social 

network, and, that’s why I got involved in this role in the 

first place.  

Along with my teammates, we hold a variety of events for the ECE grad students. For instance, 

I suggested to hold an info session about Hunter Hub (Entrepreneurial thinking resource 

provided for students). I oversaw our group for managing that event upon our director’s 

request. I not only contacted one of the professors of Haskayne Business School to 

recommend me a few books on start-up and creativity topics, but also, I negotiated with the 

manager of Indigo at CF Market Mall to give the event’s attendees 20% discount for 

purchasing those books.  

Furthermore, I also initiated another event as a collaboration with RBC to help students 

increase their financial knowledge, particularly in investment. The second session of this 

series, with a focus on “financing start-ups,” is going to be held soon.  

I should also mention that I’ve been a volunteer in “Financial Standing Committee.” This 

committee has been created to oversee the way GSA spends its money for graduate students. I 

also got a chance to meet the Chair of LRC in one of our meeting and talk to him about 

it. As an international student, I completely understand how important LRC is to the 

grad students since it deals with important matters such as the TA income, the supervisor-

student relationship, and so on.  

As you may notice, I am  a good communicator. I am also a proactive person and I like to 

help students wherever and whenever I can. I hope I can be helpful for the grad students by 

becoming a member of LRC. We will negotiate with the University and the government to 

help you get what you deserve.  

https://www.ucalgary.ca/eceg/about-us
https://go.ucalgary.ca/hunter-hub

